The following changes/additions are listed below; new language has been underlined and language deleted has been marked with a strikeout (ex. language deleted).

1. MODIFY -SECTION 2 – STATEMENT OF WORK/ PAGE 16 & PAGE 17

Page 16:

- Record Playback
  - Capability to playback of up to 32 audio channels for clarity when transcribing. No video playback.
  - Capability to playback of up to 32 audio channels for clarity when transcribing. At present we do not use 32 channels but in the future it maybe a possibility.

Page 17:

- Video Recording
  - The device must be capable of recording video for cases that involve a sign language interpreter to preserve a record of the interpretation. The system should allow for the court to be able to upgrade the system to capture a video record. Direct connection from existing video system into the recording system.
  - For the future the device should have the capability of recording video for cases that involve a sign language interpreter to preserve a record of the interpretation. The system
should allow for the court to be able to upgrade the system to capture a video record. Direct connection from existing video system into the recording system

• Additional Features
  • Capability to provide video and incorporate remote Interpreter on Demand Services

  • For the future the capability to provide video and incorporate remote Interpreter on Demand Services
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